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The past year has seen change
on many sides and, just as the
world has come together to
address the pandemic and issues
of social injustice, we must come
together to deal with climate
change. UWE Bristol remains
focused on the importance of
reducing our environmental
impacts, verified by ISO 14001
certification, and on preparing
our students for the critical roles
they will play in solving future
challenges. In February 2020
UWE Bristol declared a Climate
and Ecological Emergency. We
have worked with a wide range
of local partners and shared
our experience and expertise
with national and international
agencies and organisations in
order to play our role and protect
our planet from the impacts of
the climate and ecological crisis.

Professor Steve West
Vice-Chancellor, UWE Bristol
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Introduction
2020 has been a tumultuous year. The global Covid-19 pandemic has
resulted in numerous changes to how the University operates.
Some of these changes, such as the move to online learning and remote working,
have resulted in significantly reduced travel, and patterns of energy consumption
and waste arisings have altered significantly. Whether these transformations
are environmentally beneficial is not always immediately clear. There is less
congestion on the roads and air quality has therefore improved, but campus
energy use has reduced only at the expense of increased domestic use. Singleuse disposables are now being employed in much higher quantities than prepandemic levels. However, our staff and students have risen to the challenges
presented by the pandemic, which gives great hope in our capacity for change.
The year also saw the international Black Lives Matter protests gather force,
serving as an important reminder that we must be holistic in our approach to
sustainability and consider the interrelated issues of inclusivity and climate equity
alongside our environmental goals. Covid-19, whilst devastating, has offered some
kernels of hope. We have the ability to change, we have the ability to reshape
ourselves and it is this knowledge we must take forward when dealing with the
environmental challenges we face.
In February 2020 the University declared a Climate and Ecological Emergency and in
the same month launched its new Strategy 2030, which commits UWE Bristol to:
•	Being carbon neutral as an organisation, with net-zero emissions of greenhouse
gases by 2030.
•	Using ISO 14001:2015 to set clear targets and plans to reduce water and energy
use, cut waste generation including food-waste, and support biodiversity.
•	As signatories to the UK Plastic Pact, eliminating all but essential single-use
plastic and meeting the 2025 targets for recycling and reuse.
•	Establishing all our campuses as clean air and smoke-free zones.
•	Investing in and securing year-on-year improvements in travel sustainability for
staff, students and visitors.
•	Working with our students to explicitly address climate change and
environmental challenges through our teaching, learning and curriculum.
•	Supporting research addressing climate change, the environment and
biodiversity.
Alongside the capacity for accelerated change which the pandemic has
demonstrated, we must be cautious as we will also face negative environmental
impacts. Single-use plastics are in high demand and energy use will increase as
health requirements necessitate increased ventilation, and individual homes are
heated rather than just campus buildings. In 2020 we are only beginning to feel
this impact but as the pandemic continues UWE Bristol, led by the Sustainability
Board, will seek to mitigate these risks.
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Key achievements
UWE Bristol is acknowledged nationally and internationally for its
engagement with the sustainability agenda and has received the
following recognition:
•	National Union of Students Responsible Futures accreditation achieving
the highest score yet awarded.
•	ISO 14001:2015 Environmental Management System certification,
covering both operations and educational activity.
•	Fairtrade Gold Award.
•	Silver Food For Life accreditation (Onezone).
•	Continued development of the Frenchay Beeline.
•	Continued development of Sustainable Development Goals Programme
Mapping Project.
•	New Combined Heat and Power Plant installed and district heating
network commissioned.
•	20% electricity purchased direct from UK wind farms, remaining
80% Renewable Energy Guarantees of Origin certified renewable
electricity purchased.
•	CO2e location-based emissions down 6%.
•	Market based emissions of CO2e down 51%.
•	11% reduction in water consumption.
•	Increase of 17% recycling rate in student halls and nearly 17 tonnes of
furniture (more than 1,500 individual items) repaired or reused.
•	7500m2 of wildflower meadow sown and 65m of new native hedgerow.
•	51% of non-pay spend within 50 mile radius of UWE Bristol.
•	Single occupancy car travel to the University now just 22%.
• Over 14 tonnes of retired IT equipment recycled.
•	1/3rd of items on refectory menus now plant based.
•	18 wellbeing events in Feel Good February.
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This document reports on progress against the commitments set out
in the UWE Bristol Sustainability Plan 2020. The report contains 13
sections covering the University’s various sustainability themes.
The Sustainability Plan
•	Defines the mechanisms by which sustainability is embedded within the
University’s day-to-day operations and effective decision making.
•	Contributes to UWE Bristol’s 2020 Strategy ambition by advancing the health
and sustainability of our locality and region.
This report provides the 2019–2020 assessment of progress in meeting the aims
and ambitions of the Sustainability Plan. Each section documents progress within
that thematic area and is underpinned by the ISO 14001:2015 certified EMS
contribution to meeting the UN Sustainable Development Goals.
The University is committed to supporting the Global Sustainability Agenda for a
strong, healthy and just society living within environmental limits in everything
that it does. Central to this commitment is the ambition to create an environment
and culture in which all student and staff members have the opportunity to
develop and use the skills and understanding required to contribute to global
sustainability and health both at the University and throughout their private lives.
A holistic approach to sustainability across all aspects of the University enables
continuous, innovative, genuine and embedded performance improvements
which have been successful to date. The approach has enhanced the University’s
reputation externally, and encouraged faculties, services, students and wider
stakeholders to work in partnership.
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Governance
The governance of sustainability is delegated by the Vice-Chancellor to the
Sustainability Board. This meets five times a year and is chaired by the Assistant
Vice-Chancellor for Environment and Sustainability. Membership includes the PVC
Research and Business Engagement representing the Directorate, the Director
of Estates and Facilities, the Present and a vice president of the Students' Union,
an associate dean (Teaching and Learning) and an associate dean (Partnerships).
In attendance are the Sustainability Plan Theme Leaders, the SU Sustainability
Officer and representatives from all three trade unions. Students and members of
staff are welcome to attend as observers. The Board takes its authority from and
reports to the Directorate, Academic Board and the Board of Governors.
At each meeting, the Board reviews progress with the themes of the Sustainability
Plan. It undertakes regular reviews of policies including the Environmental
Sustainability Policy and the Ethical Investment Policy, approves action plans
arising from the Sustainability Plan, reviews progress with the commitment to
adopt the principles of Responsible Management Education (PRME) across the
institution, and provides governance of the whole institution ISO 14001:2015
accreditation process and the Responsible Futures accreditation.
In this reporting year the University developed its new Climate Action and
Sustainability Strategy which sets out the aims and mechanisms for delivering
the sustainability ambitions of UWE Bristol's Strategy 2030.

£73,500
solar energy generation
saving during 2019–2020

Sustainability Report 2019–2020
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Carbon management

UWE Bristol is committed to continually reducing absolute and relative
energy consumption in line with the University’s Carbon Management Plan.
During 2019–20 we completed the installation of the combined heat and power
(CHP) plant and district heating network to provide low carbon heat and electricity
to Frenchay Campus. The purchase of the Enterprise Park buildings during 2019–
2020 had a significant impact on the carbon emissions reduction pathway, as can
be seen in the graphs. Additional buildings in coming years will similarly negatively
impact our reductions. The Covid-19 lockdown and transfer to home and online
work/study reduced energy demand and also provided a valuable opportunity to
assess base demand levels in unoccupied buildings.

CHP and district heating network
The combined £2.5million investment is set to deliver savings of £1,000 per day
and annual savings of 683 tonnes of CO2e. The district heating network will initially
be powered by the gas CHP. In the future it provides the opportunity for other
lower carbon technologies to be added, in addition to extending the network to
supply more areas of the Campus.

Solar generation
During the year, 490MWh were generated across the UWE Bristol sites, saving 114
tonnes CO2e and £73.5k from the UWE Bristol utility bill. New installations are
continually being added, the most recent being on the new Engineering Building
at Frenchay campus.

Renewable electricity
UWE Bristol purchases 100% renewable electricity, assured through the
Renewable Energy Guarantees of Origin (REGO) scheme. In October 2019, we
signed a power purchase agreement, securing direct purchase of wind power
from four UK windfarms to cover 20% of UWE Bristol purchased electricity for the
next 10 years. In a first for public sector energy users UWE Bristol has worked in
collaboration with 19 other universities to secure this clean electricity.
•	Absolute CO2e emissions are measured using both location-based and marketbased methods. These reflect the reduction in carbon emissions as a result of
purchasing electricity from certified renewable sources (market-based), as well
as emissions according to the overall UK electricity carbon emission factors
(location-based).
•	Recognising the impact of purchasing renewable electricity, the market-based
emissions show an absolute CO2e reduction of 51%, i.e. 6,535 tCO2e/pa
from buildings compared with 13,226 tCO2e/pa in 2005–2006, meaning that
UWE Bristol have exceeded the 2021 target of a 22.5% reduction.
•	2019–2020 relative carbon emissions show a 55% reduction on the 2005–2006
baseline year, and a 15% reduction on the 2017–2018 emissions level when
UWE Bristol met it’s 2020 reduction target.
8
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CO2e emissions
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Water management

The Sustainability Plan 2.1 defines the aim of water management which is
to continually reduce absolute and relative water consumption in line with
the University's Water Management Plan.
Water consumption has continued to reduce due to a persistent tightening of water
management efforts and practice.
By the end of 2019–2020, water consumption was below the baseline year
(2011–2012) for the first time, at 3% below the baseline year, compared to
57.6% above in 2016–2017.
These spectacular results are due to:
•	Replacing urinal flush controls at Bower Ashton and Glenside.
•	Replacing WC cistern flushes at Frenchay Student Village.
•	Active leak control and high consumption alerts ensuring that the Energy Team
respond to leaks and high consumption quickly.
•	Continuous monitoring of night consumption to identify faults with appliances.
•	Additional meter installation to allow greater visibility of leaks and flows.
•	Reinstating rainwater harvesting system in R Block.
The reduction figures are more impressive considering the estate and user
numbers have increased:
•	Building stock increased by 29% since 2011–2012, with a large proportion of
this being residential space (with higher water demand than teaching space).
•	Since 2011–2012, there are now 2,100 extra staff and students (full-time
equivalent).
As can be seen in the graph opposite, water saving has been successful across
all sites.
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Water consumption
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Resource management

Waste quantities 2019 – 2020
The aims of resource management are defined in The Sustainability Plan 2.1
as follows:
•	To reduce both the quantity and the hazardousness of our waste materials
•	To manage waste in ways that bring about financial, environmental and social
benefits
The table below shows the overall quantities of waste produced by the
University and how it is managed. We are achieving a non-construction recycling
performance of 57%, which places us above the UK average above the UK average
but we still have further to go. The analysis shows an overall diversion rate of 99% –
i.e. less than 1% of the University’s waste is sent to landfill.

Total Waste Quantity (tonnes),
including construction waste

N/A

Total Waste Quantity (tonnes),
excluding construction waste

1,698

Recycling* Rate %, overall

N/A

Recycling* Rate %, excluding construction waste

57%

Recovery Rate %

99%

Reuse Tonnage/(tonnes)

16.6

Reuse %, excluding construction waste

1%

Construction Waste Recovery Rate %

N/A

Quantity of Hazardous Waste (tonnes)

24

* Recycling defined to include reuse, composting, etc
Construction data not available at time of reporting.

We can analyse our waste data in more depth by showing how it varies by campus
and further breaking this down to teaching/office space versus accommodation.
When compared to the same data from last year, this shows a significant
improvement in recycling rates in the residential areas of the University.
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Teaching/offices

Residential

Campus

Total waste (t)

Recycling rate

Total waste (t)

Recycling rate

Arnolfini

30.54

58.92%

–

–

Bower Ashton

68.44

41.87%

–

–

Emersons
Green

11.63

56.55%

–

–

Frenchay

820.83

60.26%

575.09

56.24%

Glenside

64.55

54.73%

96.75

51.13%

Spike Island

7.736

54.82%

–

–

Residential accommodation is present only at Frenchay and Glenside Campuses.

Big Give campaign
The Big Give campaign encourages responsible waste management amongst
students leaving their accommodation at the end of the academic year, and asks
for donations of surplus clothing, bric-a-brac and small electrical items to the
British Heart Foundation.
Unfortunately, due to the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic, the Big Give campaign
was not able to happen as a city-wide coordinated effort this year.
Despite this, 1,123 bags were still collected from UWE Bristol's collection banks
that are permanently located on campus. This equates to £15,722 once the
donations are sold in local British Heart Foundation shops.

Reuse and repair
The UWE Bristol furniture reuse scheme continues and has resulted in more
than £45,300 worth of savings in avoided procurement and waste disposal costs
this year.
There are also great examples of local initiatives within the University, such as the
Room Management team’s furniture repairs, which saved an estimated £2,350 in
procurement and disposal. Until recently, these items might have been regarded
as waste and disposed of, but they have now been given a new lease of life!

Future initiatives
The are some exciting and ambitious targets within Strategy 2030 that will
shape the overall direction of resource management within the University.
Of particular relevance to resource management are; our net-zero carbon
target, the forthcoming Circular Economy Plan, our 10% reuse target and our
commitments under the UK Plastics Pact.
The emphasis for the coming year will be on:
•	Communications and initiatives centred on food waste and food
waste prevention.

£47,000

•	Adapting and improving our reuse offering.
•	Waste reviews and resulting actions focusing on Bower Ashton Campus.

Over £47,000 saved in avoided
disposal and procurement costs
via our reuse and repair initiative
Sustainability Report 2019–2020
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Climate action
Sustainability and climate action are incredibly
important at UWE Bristol and 2019–20 marks the
changeover to our new strategy period with a
net-zero target for carbon emissions by 2030.
Over the next ten years our actions will accelerate
and our passion for making change rapidly
increase. We now have a dedicated Carbon Action
Manager to help spearhead this work.
This year has seen our CHP plant finalised and
connected to more of our campus buildings,
the preparation of detailed plans for our first
PassivHaus building to offer highly energy
efficiency student accommodation and a raft
of energy saving lighting, heating and insulation
projects across our campuses.
We are committed to pursuing a path that works
within the resources of our world, rather than
exploiting them. We will be targeting, planning
and putting into action ever-more ambitious
carbon emission reduction projects over the
next 10 years to ensure we become a truly
sustainable university.
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Against the backdrop of a global
pandemic and a climate and
ecological emergency the University
has continued to make good progress
in addressing the sustainability aims
set out in Strategy 2020. In parallel
we have been developing the Climate
Action and Sustainability Strategy
(CASS) to address the ambitious
sustainability goals for the next
decade of University action set in
Strategy 2030.
During the academic year 2019/20
UWE Bristol has continued to:
· Develop its approach to embedding
the Sustainable Development Goals
throughout the curriculum.
· Support research addressing some
of the profound environmental
challenges of the day.
· Make significant progress in
enhancing the sustainable
operations of its three campuses.
· Build local and national partnerships
to enhance capacity and capability
to create a more sustainable future.
The University’s sustainability
actions are externally recognised
by the award of Responsible Futures
accreditation and certification to
the ISO14001:2015 Standard.
The University’s declaration of a
Climate and Ecological Emergency in
February 2020 is a recognition of the
scale of the environmental challenge
that society faces. UWE Bristol is
committed to playing its part in
addressing these challenges and
to prepare our students for the
changing climate of tomorrow.
Professor James Longhurst
Assistant Vice Chancellor,
Environment and Sustainability
Sustainability Report 2019–2020
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Biodiversity

The Sustainability Plan 2.1 defines the University’s aim for biodiversity,
which is to increase and enhance biodiversity across all campuses including
measures to create, enhance and manage habitats, with improved access to
campus green spaces for students and staff.

The Beeline project
The Frenchay Beeline has continued to provide an opportunity to promote areas
such as biodiversity, nature connectivity and local food production to staff and
students across Frenchay Campus throughout the 2019/2020 academic year.
The Beeline framework has been developed further with more emphasis on
providing seasonal fruit and vegetables, and been run in tandem with the
community garden, with the pilot of the 'Beeline clinic' taking place towards
the end of February 2020.

Beeline developments
•	The Beeline Clinic: This was instigated as a method for staff who keep office
plants or have an interest in gardening at home to come and meet the Grounds
team. It is an opportunity to ask questions, be involved in plant propagation,
seed swapping and plant pot recycling. Staff are set up with a space and
the materials to pot on existing office plants and given the chance to help
themselves to anything ready to harvest at the community garden.
•	The administrative side of the Beeline has been greatly improved with better
record keeping, seasonal structures and propagation plans put in place to allow
it to be more sustainable and easily replicated on our other campuses. Plans
were in place to launch the Glenside Beeline during 2020.
•	New seating has been provided for the Beeline spaces. This has been produced
by the Grounds team experimenting with the milling of some felled trees on
campus. We have now developed a method of creating usable boards from felled
trees, which once dried out can be treated and formed into woodland benches.
The first of these was installed towards the end of August outside the Megabus
stop on Frenchay Campus.
•	The Veg – Box initiative has continued and been developed further with more
varied produce and the ability to offer them out more frequently – including
boxes delivered to student residences. We were even able to keep it going to
some extent during parts of the lockdown over the summer, providing us with
a means of thanking the NHS staff on campus as well as other services such as
security and logistics.
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Meadowscape
Grass management was greatly affected this year, with the majority of the
grass cutting season interrupted by the Covid-19 pandemic. The Grounds team
have used the opportunity to extend the number of lawns included into the
Meadowscape project. The anecdotal evidence collated by the team while the
Campus was in lockdown showed a vast increase in wildlife including amongst
insects, birds and mammals present in these areas of the campus.
We also used the opportunity to further develop our procedures and methods
with regards to managing more of our grassland as higher value meadow grass,
increasing plant species diversity and improving areas of connectivity across
the Campus.

Hedgerows
Some of the planned hedgerows were able to be installed before the effects of
Covid-19 were fully felt, however they were unable to receive necessary aftercare
and not all proved viable. We recorded an increase 20m of established hedgerow
during this period.

Trees and orchards
The majority of succession and replacement tree planting did not take place due to
the onset of Covid-19 restrictions. There was a new apple orchard planted outside
S Block, consisting of 25 trees, as part of a nationwide initiative inspired by the
Woodland Trust.

Ornamental planting
Some new planting took place during autumn 2019. As well as planting 2000+
native bulbs, a new Japanese garden was designed and installed to the western
side of S Block – to complete the courtyard regeneration works. It has created a
tranquil space for quiet relaxation on campus away from busy cafés and bars.

Covid-19 impacts
Along with the aspects mentioned above, the Covid-19 restrictions also had a big
impact on plans to carry out species surveys on amenity grassland during the
spring of 2020. This work was put on hold. Hopefully, some surveying can take
place during the 2021 growing season. The lack of maintenance time during the
spring and summer of 2020 has created a large backlog of work for the team which
may impact development works for the upcoming year.

2,000+
native bulbs were planted
across UWE Bristol campuses

Sustainability Report 2019–2020
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Campus development

Consideration as to how projects can contribute to the UWE Bristol
Sustainability Policies and Targets are addressed from the outset in all
construction, refurbishment and landscaping projects using smart design,
innovation and effective procurement processes. All new buildings, civil
engineering, significant landscaping and refurbishment projects are
assessed against industry-recognised sustainability, environmental and
biodiversity standards. UWE Bristol continues to invest in low and zero
carbon infrastructure whilst recognising our first priority should be to
reduce our utility consumption through the implementation of more
efficient buildings and technologies.
Refurbishments across UWE Bristol campuses in 2019–2020 targeted RICS
SKA accreditation. The creation of a new Optometry Clinic and CT Scanning
facility within the Blackberry Centre at Glenside Campus aims to achieve silver
certification as does a new facility for the Centre for Fine Print Research at
Frenchay Campus. In addition, development of a new dedicated Student Services
Centre in B Block at Bower Ashton is aiming to achieve bronze accreditation in
post construction assessment.
UWE Bristol's new state-of-the-art engineering facility, incorporating rainwater
harvesting and Solar PV, has recently been completed and will formally be
assessed to BREEAM excellent certification standards.
The combined heat and power (CHP)/district heat network (DHN) project
completed in 2019 connected T Block, Exhibition Conference Centre, the
Students’ Union and the Bristol Business School (X Block). These connections have
now also been extended to the Wallscourt Park student accommodation phase 2
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and the new engineering building.
Plans are underway for further student accommodation development on Frenchay
Campus. In line with commitments to address the challenges of climate change
and sustainability, the scheme will be built to the highest sustainability standard
– Passivhaus, a first nationally for a development of this scale. Construction work
on phase 1 of the new buildings is expected to begin in summer 2021 and be
completed and ready for occupation in September 2023.

External spaces
Further improvements to our external spaces across UWE Bristol campuses
continue with the development of new covered areas to enhance the places staff
and students can spend time outside improving health and wellbeing. These have
included trialling external wireless charging technologies and student-led schemes
to deliver outdoor studio space adjacent to R-Block.

Biodiversity
To mitigate the loss of biodiversity during building works, discussions have taken
place regarding the locations and species for reinstatement of lost trees around
Frenchay Campus. In addition, discussions are being held on a biodiversity action
plan for all campus developments projects.

Community engagement
UWE Bristol Estates staff and Campus development contractors and consultant
designers continue to deliver lectures and engage with students, staff and the
wider community in a wide variety of activities including formal work experience,
site visits and group horticulture.

£1,000

The CHP and district heating network £2.5million investment is
on track to deliver savings of £1,000 per day and annual savings
of 683 tonnes of CO2e
Sustainability Report 2019–2020
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Sustainable procurement

The Sustainability Plan 2.1 defines the University’s ambition for sustainable
procurement as maximising the opportunity provided by procurement to
improve the sustainability of UWE Bristol’s purchasing decisions and the
wider supply chain.
Sustainability continues to be embedded throughout the procurement process.
Our strategy is to work towards sustainable, green procurement and where
appropriate, tender evaluation criteria shall include sustainability and ethical
procurement.
The University has undertaken the following activities in order to develop
performance in line with the aims of the current 2020 Strategy:
•	As in previous years, we continue to look for opportunities to switch to more
sustainable products where cost effective and practicable.
•	Sustainability continues to be a standard agenda item at contract review
meetings, offering regular opportunities to review existing contracts with views
for improvement.
•	Working with other contracting authorities to assist local SMEs, encouraging
local economic development and growth.
•	Ensuring that suppliers are treating their workforce in a socially sustainable
manner, by requesting relevant information as part of the tender process.
•	Mandating, via a Fair Payment Charter, that all tenderers adopt the University’s
policy of prompt payment within their own supply chains.
•	Participation in the National Responsible Procurement working group in
collaboration with other institutions.
•	Sharing information on the University’s approach to sustainability within
Invitation to Tender documentation.
• Assisting with the development and promotion of a Sustainable Palm Oil Policy.
•	The Climate Action and Sustainability Group have issued a Plastics Position
Statement along with a plastics checklist and toolkit.
•	Procurement are part of a sector Scope 3 review group looking at ways of
updating the existing toolkit for carbon reduction.
Using the Scope 3 Emissions Model, we are able to measure our wider
procurement carbon emissions. The spend data for 2019–20 shows
UWE Bristol’s Scope 3 emissions as 37,255 tonnes CO2e compared to 35,590 tonnes

CO2e for 2018–19. This increase can mainly be attributed to an increase
in construction spend.
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Supplier engagement in collaborative performance improvement
We continue to look for collaborative opportunities wherever possible. Currently
we achieve approximately 42% of our spend through collaborative opportunities
such as the use of framework agreements and joint tenders with local partner
institutions. This accounts for approximately £50.59 million (inc. construction).

Small and Medium Enterprises (SME’s)
As we can identify SMEs within our supply chain, we can calculate that 49% of our
expenditure is with SMEs. This exceeds the Government’s 33% target and equates
to 85% of our supplier base.
In terms of local economic sustainable impact, we can now identify that 53% of
our non-pay spend is spent within a 50-mile radius of the University. This equates
to over £60 million being spent in the local economy.
This year the usual Partners in Procurement ‘Supplying the Public Sector’ event
wasn’t able to take place due to the pandemic, however we are in discussions with
Crown Commercial Services to support a virtual supplier event in 2021.
The team continues to publicly advertise low value tenders either via In-Tend or
Contracts Finder, as this is a successful strategy for generating interest especially
where we have a small or limited tender list. This also ensures compliance to the
Public Contracts Regulations 2015.
These actions make the University more accessible to small and local businesses.

49%

49% of our expenditure
is with SMEs
Sustainability Report 2019–2020
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The analysis of our Expenditure via Agresso this year shows:

Micro
£8,553,729
8%

Public Body

Small

£10,749,508
11%

£24,141,898
23%

Large

Medium

£42,745,914
41%

£17,969,515
17%

Social value
We have also joined with Bristol University and BANES council to work with
Cognitive Paths on their Social Enterprise project. Our spend data has been
analysed to identify what Community Interest Companies (CIC) we already place
orders with, and this is detailed in the Supply Chain Analysis section. An initial
training session has been held with the Social Value portal.
During the coming 12 months we anticipate a further review of how social value
will be incorporated into our Tender evaluation criteria – especially in construction
projects. It is expected that the Government will revise the Social Value Act, which
may make Social Value a mandatory evaluation criterion of 10% in all future
procurements.
Of the Public Bodies shown in the chart, we estimate that 40 (5.8%) are Charities
and 39 (5.6%) are classed as Social Enterprises.

We are increasing our focus on the social
impact of our work with supply chains including
Social Value, Modern Slavery and Living Wage.
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Modern slavery
The University continues to actively monitor legislative compliance within its own
supply base. Despite the regulation stating that only companies with a turnover
of more than £36m are required to produce a modern slavery statement, the
University actively encourages all current and potential suppliers to submit a copy
of their statement via the In-Tend portal. This strategy highlights the need to
monitor the entire supply network, ranging from core strategic supply partners
through to infrequent tertiary suppliers.
Additionally, a request for a modern slavery statement continues to be included
on the Tender Evidence Checklist, which is sent out with tenders. This element
of the strategy will help to ensure compliance from new suppliers who are keen
to do business with the University. This part of the tender process enables the
Procurement team to utilise the University’s buying power to educate and support
businesses in ensuring that their supply chains are free from modern slavery.
Our supplier file in Agresso indicates if a supplier has a modern slavery statement.
The University has also updated our Terms and Conditions to include modern
slavery clauses, and registered on the Transparency in Supply Chains (TISC)
https://tiscreport.org/ reporting website. We have received reporting on our top
22 suppliers, and are extending the collection on our own supplier data and have
received 31 statements so far.
The University’s own modern slavery statement has been updated and is issued as
part of the Annual Accounts:
uwe.ac.uk/about/factsandfigures/financialinformation.aspx
uwe.ac.uk/services/Marketing/about-us/Finance/Services/
Modern-Slavery-Statement.pdf

Living Wage
As the University is a living wage employer, we have started the process of
ensuring our supply chain is Living Wage compliant. We have widened the question
to gain more information regarding our supply chain on whether they are a Living
Wage Employer, pay the Real Living Wage or pay the Living Wage. We have started
this process by contacting our largest suppliers and have begun the process of
filtering it down to cover any supplier it may be relevant for. Agresso has recently
been updated to allow us to record this. Statements have been received from
31 suppliers. Additional work in this area will continue for the coming year.

We recognise that tackling
the climate emergency must
go hand-in-hand with addressing
social inequalities.
SU President,
Augusta Chidnima Nnajiofor
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Sustainable travel

The Sustainability Plan defines the University’s ambition and aim for
sustainable travel as promoting and embedding active and smart travel
choices as the natural choice of travel at the University and providing
alternatives that reduce the demand and need for travel.
Single occupancy car travel is now at a historic low of 22%* and well ahead of our
Travel Plan target of 30%. We now have in excess of 1,000 fewer vehicles attending
site each day in comparison to 2012 when single occupancy car travel was at 40%.
This is against a backdrop of the total number of users attending site on a daily basis
increasing by around 15% over the same period.
The graph shows bus travel below target. This has resulted in bus travel now only
being marginally less than our optimum target at 32% fast approaching our
34% target.
The results also show more users are now choosing to travel using active modes and
students are increasingly choosing to live locally and walk to campus. Walking in
particular is incredibly strong and the amazing growth in this mode is suppressing
the increases in other modes which are still growing in real terms.
Our fleet of pool vehicles, including electric cars and electric/traditional cycles,
continue to see strong utilisation. We are also continuing to roll out low emission
vehicles in our own fleet, helping us to reduce our carbon emissions. To support our
active travel users, free cycle maintenance was extended for a further year and the
Student Cycle Loan Scheme is now managed by the Students' Union and remains
very popular with students. The pay-per-use Yo-bike scheme, available on all
UWE Bristol campus sites, is also well used. We have worked very closely with public
transport operators and the majority of the vehicles that now serve our sites are
Euro6 compliant with many of the newer services running on biogas, further helping
us to reduce the environmental impact of travel.
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Travel methods to Frenchay Campus
(2019/20 modal splits)
40%

2019/20

35%

Target

30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%

Park and
Walk

Motorcycle/
moped

Rail

Cycle

Car share

Walk

Bus

Car on own

0

*Due to the 2020 Covid-19 pandemic it has not been possible to fully resurvey travel
modal splits, so the figures stated are pre-lockdown. Modal splits during lockdown
and reopening are likely to have been adversely impacted due to users adopting car
travel as a Covid secure mode of travel. Overall significantly lower volumes of travel
have been undertaken which would however be largely offset by the percentage of
home working which has not been previously surveyed.
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Total cost of rail travel (via the approved agent) during the period was £149,528,
a decrease of £159,094 in value due to Covid-19 and a travel ban, and a decrease
of approx. 52.3% in distance equating to 357,947 less miles.
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Total cost of air travel (via the approved agents) during the period was £387,101,
a decrease of £603,490 in value due to Covid-19 and a travel ban from March 2020.
This is a decrease of approximately 60.9% by value and 60.5% in distance. The average
journey distance has therefore also decreased by 53.8% compared to the previous year
from 5,818 miles to 2,685 miles.
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Carbon-zero travel
Looking ahead, a new Travel Action Plan is being developed with an ambition to
deliver carbon-zero travel by 2030 and to align with the ambitions set out in Strategy
2030. It will also include measures to improve the air quality on our sites. Our new
Travel Plan will ensure all users to our sites will be provided with the opportunity
to travel by the most sustainable mode available. The Covid-19 pandemic has
brought forward significant changes in the way our users interact with our services,
particularly in relation to agile and remote working, more than ever we now have
the ability to support our users wherever they chose to work or study. Agile working
is now considered as one of the key cornerstones of the Travel Action Plan.
Communications are sent to all potential and existing students to inform them
of the travel choices that are available to them and are backed up by engagement
events that take place at key times during the year. In addition, we also provide
regular communications via media channels to advise users of our busier days in
advance, helping users make sensible transport choices when attending our sites.
2019–20 has also seen the completion of an enhanced cycleway that crosses our
Bower Ashton site completing the Festival Way cycle route into Bristol city centre
and the opening of additional facilities to support active travel users.

Business travel
Due to the Covid-19 pandemic most business related travel was suspended early
in 2020. This has resulted in significantly lower travel than in previous years, due
to these exceptional circumstances drawing any conclusions by comparison with
previous results is not worthwhile.
The table to the left shows the total number of rail journeys made by University staff
(via the approved agent) and compares the carbon impact if the same number of
journeys were undertaken in a petrol car.
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Green IT

The Sustainability Plan 2.1 defines the University’s aim for green IT which
is to continually improve the sustainability of the IT infrastructure whilst
maximising the wider social and environmental benefits enabled by IT.
Cloud
UWE Bristol’s new website went live over the summer. Completely hosted in
Azure Cloud the benefits are already being realised through enhanced integration,
the ability to scale up during busy periods and improved availability. The projects
to migrate a number of major systems to the Cloud continue unabated and will
form an integrated platform of services to support the student journey from
registration to graduation.
The Virtual Learning Environment, Blackboard, is now hosted by the vendor,
which has already provided a number of advantages particularly with the move to
remote learning. Other Cloud tools, such as Microsoft Teams, have been rolled out
to help enhance the experience of meeting in a virtual world while the campuses
have been closed.

Remote working
The work carried out last year to improve remote working capability and increase
the robustness of the external access systems has proved effective as staff and
students moved to working from home. The forced change has provided an
opportunity to appreciate what working flexibly means. On average the remote
access solutions have been coping with more than 1,700 concurrent connections.
IT Services at UWE Bristol have been working hard with colleagues across the
University to ensure that staff have the equipment and support they need, and
that we retain the benefits, particularly in relation to sustainability, when things
become more normal.

Power savings and student involvement
At the start of the 2019/20 academic year a group of students started working with
IT Services to help find more ways of reducing power usage across UWE Bristol's
computer estate. Working with the IT Operations team and the Energy team they
estimated the electricity consumption and potential savings from implementing
improvements to power management software, something IT Services are in the
process of rolling out.
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Location-based services
A proof of concept kicked-off at the beginning of 2020 to map the Bristol Business
and Law School Building using Bluetooth beacons that integrate with UWE Bristol's
Wi-Fi network. The intention is to provide wayfinding functionality, as well as
data relating to occupancy for colleagues in the Facilities and Estates teams to
help determine if spaces can be better utilised, whether they need to heated,
cooled, etc.
The location-based services are likely to be used for a number of other initiatives
but attention has moved away from the original scope to monitoring occupancy
levels of the library at Frenchay in the first instance to ensure appropriate social
distancing can be maintained. If successful, the system may be rolled out to
other areas.

Data centres
The data centre currently housed in the IT Services building is likely to be
decommissioned in the next 12 months. With many systems moving to the Cloud
and consolidation of equipment, the current data centre footprint can be reduced
leading to energy savings around cooling of equipment. A number of more
suitable locations are being considered and the idea of using a shared data centre
is also being scoped.

14 tonnes
Approximately 14 tonnes of retired
or redundant equipment was taken
away for recycling
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Sustainable food

The Sustainability Plan 2.1 defines the University’s aim for sustainable
food as providing food which is local, seasonal, ethical, organic, fresh and
healthy whilst informing and engaging our students, staff and visitors in
issues of food production and procurement so as to enable them to make
sustainable food choices.
Palm oil
The use of palm oil is under review aligning with UWE Bristol’s position statement.
A working group was set up to explore current usage including what is responsibly
sourced and certified by the RSPO. The working group will be deciding how the
University uses palm oil in the future and looking at the use of suppliers that use
sustainable palm oil.

Plant based offering
We have increased menu offerings and now around one third of the items in our
main refectories are plant based.
During a review of menus, alternative choices were (and continue to be) made that
offer good quality food without meat.
• 30% increase of vegan and vegetarian sandwich offering.
• Decrease in meat portion sizes from 200g per person down to 175g per person.
As plant based diets and foods are becoming ever more popular, we need to be
able to provide for all diets across the University. With the introduction of the
Buddha bowl, we received great feedback and other comments asking for the
Buddha bowl to be introduced elsewhere. The plant based café is still on our
agenda.

Fairtrade
Introduction of a Direct Trade coffee through our supplier enables assurance that the
coffee bought is grown and dried at Sitio Arabela. The supplier will pay the farmer
directly at prices 50% more than the Fairtrade rates.
Direct Trade is used exclusively for Deli Direct at present. Fairtrade coffee
continues to be used in all other coffee shops. Direct Trade will not replace
Fairtrade as we are committed to maintaining our Fairtrade status.
As well as Fairtrade coffee, we also purchase other Fairtrade items such as
confectionery, flapjacks and juices.

Initiatives
Healthy eating promotions are run throughout the year. Offering incentives for
people buying healthy food options, such as free fruit. Meal deal options have
been revised, to replace chocolate bars and crisps with fruit.
As part of the Sugar Smart campaign in Bristol, UWE Bristol continues the sale of
low sugar/sugar free drinks.
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Cup levy
In September 2018 a hot beverage cup levy was introduced, whereby a 20p levy
for anyone using a single-use hot beverage cup was issued. Crucially, we did not
increase the cost of hot beverages at all that year, but the expectation is now that
you’d need to bring along a reusable cup. We previously offered a 20p discount for
any student or staff member that brought in a 12oz cup or mug but not enough
people utilised the option.
As a result we decided, as a service, to change our ethos – from rewarding our
students and staff for using reusable cups, to penalising those that did not –
through a cup levy.
Since introducing the cup levy we have gone from only 13% of customers using
re-usable cups to over 40% when lockdown began. This drastically reduced the
approximate 500,000pa single-use cups previously used throughout UWE Bristol.

Plastics
We are working towards minimising the plastic bottles of drink we sell on campus.
Plastic waste is a key environmental issue and cannot be ignored. We will need
to balance environmental impact and value for money. Other material lifecycles
to consider are:
• Biodegradable or compostable consumables
• Glass
• Aluminium
We have also introduced paper and bagasse straws (we are not allowed to sell/give
out plastic straws).

Food for Life
Frenchay Onezone currently holds the Food for Life Silver award, and plans are in
place to gain awards for the main outlets at Glenside.
This shows we are taking extra steps to make healthy eating easier for customers
and are using more eco-friendly, ethical ingredients. We encourage the use of local
produce, to support our local economy and protect the environment for the future.
There are continual efforts in aiming to minimise salt in dishes, as dictated in our
Food for Life accreditation criteria.
In addition to the food we buy and serve, UWE Bristol Hospitality aims to embed
sustainability in how it operates:
•	Used coffee grounds are given away to customers and used on our own grounds
as a soil enhancer.
• Promotion of 'Too good to go' food waste saving app to students.
•	Sale of Husk Up reusable mugs at cost in all cafés to encourage use of reusable
cups rather than single-use disposable ones, with the added incentive of 20p
extra charge (levy) on hot drinks if you haven't got a cup.
•	Active promotion of sustainable food sourcing on all our menus/screens/
Facebook page.

40%

increase from 13% to 40%
reusable cup use

•	Introduction of a Flexitarian Café, serving hot & cold food and beverage sourced
from plant based products. Showcasing the best quality products and how this
is a very real alternative to an animal based diet.
Like so many aspects of society food service has been heavily impacted by
Covid-19 and some activities such as reusable mugs have been suspended.
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Health and wellbeing

Our 'Mental Health First Strategy' for Strategy 2020 addressed mental
health and wellbeing.
During 2019–20 we have been developing the new Health and Wellbeing Strategy
with the aim to be the leading health promoting university empowering our
people to thrive and flourish, demonstrating significant health gain and shaping
the health and sustainability of future communities.
This vision is being actioned through a whole University approach, focusing on
the following six elements throughout our activities:
Leadership: health and wellbeing are embedded as a strategic priority.
Partnership: delivering a joined-up approach within the University, with the
Students’ Union and with external partners.
Prevention: ensuring health and wellbeing is everybody’s responsibility
by providing evidence-based individual, organisational and community level
interventions.
Promotion: encouraging communication about physical and mental health,
and promoting good health through raising awareness and tackling stigma.
Provision: providing appropriate and timely support, training and toolkits that
support staff, students and the wider community to reach their full potential.
Data and research: using relevant data and research to measure the impact of
our interventions, to inform decision and future strategy development.
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Feel Good
The Healthy University Group has oversight of the Feel Good programme, which
is a year-round, University wide initiative. Its aim is to promote healthy behaviours
to students and staff, supporting them to look after their mental and physical
wellbeing via a programme of communications and events. One way in which this
is achieved is through Feel Good February – a month of free health and wellbeing
events and activities open to UWE Bristol students and staff.
The programme has four themes: relax, eat well, get active and try something
new. Each theme is a tangible way to improve wellbeing, and is inspired by the
evidenced based ‘Five Ways to Wellbeing’.

Feel Good February
Feel Good February 2020 hosted 53 individual events
developed and hosted with stakeholders across
all four University sites such as: Big Yoga, Off The
Record Resilience workshops, Row Brittania, Activity
Challenges, Farmers Market, and Placement Meal Prep.
Evaluation of Feel Good February 2020 participation
(based on 231 survey responses):

feel good.

feb

thesuatuwe.co.uk/feelgood

•	68% students, 32% staff attended.
•	72% female, 25% male, 3% prefer not to say.
•	99% of people said the event they were attending had a positive effect on their day.
•	89% said they felt more relaxed.
•	89% said they felt uplifted.
•	76% said the event had encouraged them to think about their health and wellbeing.
Last year, the Feel Good programme expanded to offer a new initiative:
Feel Good Fortnight. Feel Good Fortnight provides students with ‘a healthy way to
kick off university’ through two weeks of health and wellbeing events and activities
in September, relating to its four themes and supporting UWE Bristol's ‘5 Secrets
to Success’.

99%

of people said the event
they were attending had a
positive effect on their day
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Education for
Sustainable Development

UWE Bristol has worked for many years on building a sustainability culture
which permeates its curriculum, research and the knowledge base and
behaviour of staff and students, evidenced by the ability of staff and
students to articulate links between sustainable development and their
discipline (Sustainability Plan 2.1).
The knowledge, skills and attributes developed in higher education should
prepare graduates to thrive in the increasingly unpredictable world which they
will encounter in their professional and private lives. UWE Bristol has committed
to providing all students with the opportunity to consider sustainability in the
context of their discipline of study, particularly in relation to contributions of and
implications for professional practice.
UWE Bristol is acknowledged nationally and internationally for its engagement with
the sustainability agenda and has received external recognition for its ESD work.
Student expectations that the University sets and then meets meaningful
sustainability goals remain high. The Students' Union at UWE Bristol has been
ranked highest in the SOS-UK Green Impact accreditation scheme for an
incredible five years in a row and our partnership with students is critical to the
achievement of our ESD ambitions.

UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
UWE Bristol achieved its target of ensuring that all UG and PGT programmes
engage with ESD back in 2015. Since then we have been working on a more
ambitious target to map every programme against the UN Sustainable
Development Goals.
Mapping of the SDGs has progressed well during 2019–2020 with Knowledge
Exchange for Sustainability Education (KESE) staff reps pursuing completion
of mapping within their department. Phase 1 of this mapping initiative was
completed in 2020.
80 programmes and disciplines have undertaken mapping activity as part of
Phase 1, an increase on from 60 in 2018–19 and 20 in 2017–2018.
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Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) in UWE Bristol's
academic practice
A series of design notes supports implementation of the UWE Bristol
Enhancement Framework and a bespoke ESD design note has been created to
support staff to make their contribution to the achievement of our ESD objectives.
During 2019–20 the Associate Professor in ESD was a tutor on the PG Certificate
in Academic Practice and was able to provide a core session on UWE Bristol's ESD
and SDG work to more than 100 members of academic staff. This will continue in
2020–21.
More information can be found in the ESD annual report 2019–20.

Internal engagement
The annual round of meetings with Heads of Department was undertaken in
autumn/winter 2019/20 and a number of opportunities for progressing staff
engagement and enhancing ESD activity emerged from these.
The third round of meetings between senior sustainability staff and the full
executive teams from each faculty were also held this academic year. These
discussions centred on ways by which responsibility for sustainability can be
more effectively devolved across the institution, as well as on the identification
and planning for resolution of issues at faculty level. Opportunities for more
effective collaborative working towards sustainability objectives were identified in
all meetings with plans being made for sustainability workshops in the Faculty of
Environment and Technology and a new faculty-level sustainability forum in the
Faculty of Health and Applied Sciences.
ESD and SDG awareness raising events were held as part of Green Week in October
2019. Furthermore, staff were encouraged to take part in the Global Goals Teach-in
in February 2020. As a result of activity undertaken by UWE Bristol academics during
the Teach-in, nearly 2,300 students were engaged with the SDGs, placing UWE Bristol
3rd in the UK for number of teaching staff pledged and 5th for the number of
students reached.

80 programmes
have undertaken or are currently undertaking
mapping activity of the SDGs
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Knowledge Exchange for Sustainability Education (KESE)
The Knowledge Exchange for Sustainability Education (KESE) group continues
to be an important vehicle for leadership of ESD across UWE Bristol. In 2019–20
activity focused on SDG mapping, encouraging and supporting relevant
departmental activity and staff engagement. The group met regularly and their
second annual away day was held virtually in June 2020. KESE also held an all staff
open meeting in February 2020 designed to highlight a variety of disciplinary
responses to UWE Bristol's ESD commitments and SDG engagement.
KESE Departmental Reps fulfil an important role in translating central University
commitments to local level action and reporting back on departmental ESD
matters. These reps have helped to build capacity and interest within departments
and there is now significant activity within many departments. Details of
highlights from 2019–20 from across UWE Bristol's academic departments can be
found in the annual report 2019–20.
KESE was awarded the Students’ Union Award for Partnership as part of the
Student Experience Awards in July 2020.

External partnership and leadership
In January 2020, an expert group representing Advance HE, QAA and HEIs met
at UWE Bristol to formally begin creation of a revised ESD guidance documents
for the UK HE sector. This group is co-chaired by UWE Bristol's Assistant Vice
Chancellor – Environment and Sustainability, Professor Jim Longhurst, and
includes Associate Professor Georgina Gough as a member. The group continue to
work on the guidance document which will go out for consultation later in 2020.
UWE Bristol is a significant supporter of the Bristol Green Capital Partnership and
several staff engage regularly with its activities and events including as attendees
of the monthly Green Mingle.
UWE Bristol also has strong representation in the Bristol SDG Alliance and the
Associate Professor in ESD Georgina Gough is part of an advisory group leading
enhancement of governance arrangements for the Alliance.
UWE Bristol has been actively involved in the activities of the UK and Ireland
Chapter of PRME this year, particularly through joint UWE Bristol leads Svetlana
Cicmil and Georgina Gough, and has been asked to help to establish a South West
and South Wales local PRME network. A virtual meeting of interested institutions
was held during 2019/20 with further development planned for 2020/21.
UWE Bristol and the SU at UWE Bristol were designated as a Host Partnership
for the Responsible Futures Initiative in 2019–20. As part of their responsibilities
under this status, they worked together with SOS–UK (formally NUS Sustainability)
to undertake a five year review of Responsible Futures.
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Engagement

The Sustainability Plan 2.1 defines the University’s ambition for
engagement which is to provide wide-ranging opportunities for all
students and staff to engage in sustainability as a key part of their
experience at the University, whether it be through the curriculum and
extra curricular activities, the physical environment, such as the workplace,
University grounds and student accommodation, internal networks,
or community and public engagement, both on and off campus.
In the last year, the media attention on sustainability issues, climate change
and the ecological crisis has been growing, public concern is rising and here at
UWE Bristol, students and staff are demanding more from us. Our job at the
University is to provide engagement opportunities for our community to learn, to
understand the issues and to equip them to make positive changes in their work,
studies and daily lives. We aim to enable, to lead by example, to provide models
of good practice in our Services and Faculties, put simply to give confidence hope
and resilience for the future. Here are some of the ways people have got involved
and inspired us:
•	Brought their ideas and experience to our consultation events on our 2020–2030
Climate Action and Sustainability Strategy.
•	Attended staff climate action cafés and set up team initiatives to reduce our
impact on the planet from using less plastic, reducing printing, conserving water to
increasing the focus on sustainability in all their work and communications.
•	Joined in with UWE Bristol Green Week in October by running an event or simply
doing one thing differently to live in a more planet-friendly way.
•	Learnt how to grow vegetables on Frenchay Campus at the Community Garden.
•	Organised litter picks to support wildlife and the local community.
•	Worked with Hospitality Services and the Students' Union at UWE Bristol to
increase vegan and vegetarian menu options.
•	Hosted pancake and cake stalls during Fairtrade Fortnight.
•	Given talks to fellow students on changing consumerism and ethical shopping.
•	Organised a market to encourage ethical shopping and run swap shops.
•	During lockdown sustainability staff kept others engaged with a series of sustainability
tips including upcycling and veg growing inviting all to share stories and suggestions.
All this was made possible through the Sustainability team working in partnership
with the Services, Healthy University, the Students' Union and willing students and
academics.
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Teaching and learning
Supporting Education for Sustainable Development is an increasing priority for
the Sustainability team. Working within the curriculum we are able to reach a
wide range of students including those not immediately drawn to our events,
activities and social media. We offer opportunities for them to learn from our
real-world experience on campus and beyond at different levels of complexity
and involvement, from undergraduate inductions and campus tours through to
lectures and seminars for Masters students, work-based learning placements and
volunteering. The range of courses we have input to is diverse – Midwifery, Primary
Education, Science Communication, Environmental Psychology, Conservation,
Entrepreneurship – over 30 in total this year. In a few, we have been able to act as
a catalyst for further embedding of sustainability within the curriculum, e.g. in
Filmmaking, Audio and Music Technology and Engineering CPD.

Working in the community
Vench is a youth and community centre in nearby Lockleaze. By securing a
grant from UWE Bristol's Community Fund and acting as a conduit for student
volunteers, we have been able to support the centre and students to develop a
plan for the Vench to operate more sustainably in practical terms such as energy
and water usage, reduction of food waste and grounds management (to increase
biodiversity and food growing). Public engagement with their users and families
was key to the project and this has been stalled due to Covid-19 restrictions but
will go ahead next year.

691

691 students in 33 subject
areas engaged in Sustainability
through this initiative
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100 Sustainability
commitments
As part of the continued work to support the University on its journey to
becoming carbon neutral, reducing single-use plastics, clean air, encouraging
biodiversity and sustainable travel, each of the 16 teams that make up
the Estates and Facilities (E&F) department have made sustainability
commitments – big and small.
E&F staff have produced a list of around 100 actions and behaviour changes
which they are committed to achieve either as individuals or as a team in the next
12–18 months. And whilst some have been temporarily hampered by Covid-19
restrictions, they are pushing on to emerge and contribute to green recovery.
The list ranges from seemingly small things like promising to turn off equipment
and lights (still a consistent form of energy wastage even with less staff on campus)
to changing their working processes if there are ways of doing things which use
less energy, buying less, choosing greener options or creating less waste.
There are also commitments to working together more, sharing information and
data across teams and using that data in different ways to be more efficient and
make carbon savings wherever possible.
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Some examples of sustainability commitments
Facilities Technologies are working with Estates to investigate whether the room
bookings system could be linked to the heating system so meeting rooms are only
heated when there are meetings booked.
Hospitality has a challenge right now given the Covid-19 restrictions and the need
to temporarily increase single-use packaging (even though it's all biodegradable).
But they are still working on other commitments like trialling inhouse coffee
grounds disposal into the compost used on campus (we drink a lot of coffee at
UWE Bristol) and also incorporating ultra-local urban growing into catering supply,
e.g. herbs/fruit from own estate or local community growers. This could link to the
Accommodation team's commitment to further develop the new onsite Veg Box
delivery service for students with recipe cards which encourage healthier eating,
and less food and packaging waste.
The Travel team has committed to do away with issuing any paper receipts for
parking and do everything they can to influence the move to zero carbon vehicles
across the University fleet. The Business Support team (222 helpdesk) has moved
to all electronic filing and now operate an almost 100% paperless office.
There are also large-scale projects which have already starting paying off both
financially and from a carbon perspective. As a result of the installation of the
Combined Heat and Power Pump and reduced campus activity, between April and
July approximately 300 tonnes of CO2e (carbon dioxide equivalent) was saved.
The Grounds team will be planting around 50 new trees at Frenchay Campus this
season which will increase biodiversity and clean air on campus.
The Sustainability and Energy teams are working closely with each team to
monitor their progress against each commitment and stay on track. They will also
be able to report back in a few months' time to see what has been achieved.
Chris Abbott, Director of Estates and Facilities, is fully behind the initiative
and said:

The list of things we have to do, change and install in the next few
years can feel daunting, so breaking it down into achievable
commitments – both personal and larger projects – helps staff see
we are achieving things.
We started work on this before lockdown and are keen to keep it
moving, climate change is not on pause and neither should we be.
This is really amazing work which we hope will inspire others to
follow suit and make their own commitments.
Chris Abbott, Director of Estates and Facilities
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Summary
Good progress has been made in this, the final year of Strategy 2020.
However, the additional strain caused by the global pandemic has
influenced our environmental performance. It is important that we learn
from this as dealing with the environmental challenges ahead cannot be
put on hold. We need to take advantage of sustainability gains and be
careful where balances and concessions must be made.
The University’s new Strategy 2030 sets out sector-leading ambitions for the University so that
by 2030 the University will have:
• Achieved carbon neutrality.
•	Met ambitious circular economy targets to reduce use of virgin materials and reduce overall
consumption.
• Eliminated all but essential single-use plastic.
• Established effective clean air zones.
• Produced significant improvements in sustainable travel by staff, students and visitors.
•	Ensured our teaching explicitly addresses climate change, environmental challenges and
the SDGs.
•	Addressed the Climate and Ecological Emergency through research undertaken in the
Climate Action and Sustainability Research Beacon.
The Sustainability Board has been developing plans and modifying actions in the face of
Covid-19 to ensure we reach these challenging goals as we are determined to play our part in
the environmental challenges we face globally.
The commitment in Strategy 2030 is evidenced by UWE Bristol's declaration of a Climate and
Ecological Emergency in February 2020. Click here for further details.

GreenUWE

@Green_UWE

Further details on sustainability at the University:
uwe.ac.uk/sustainability
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